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Introduction
Since the classic study by Pooov. tn 1961. an extensive itenture has ariwn from <he hppiiution of the concept of ~~ositive-real functions and matricrs to the theory of linear dynamical systems. The conce~t originated in network theow as the freuuenc~40main formulation of the fact that the time integral of theencrsy input to a passive network must be positive. Aboutt1%2 Kalrnan2 and ~acubovich' independently discovered an algebraic criterion for the trimfer iunction of a continuourGme System to be positiye-rd. This criterion was the key to the solution of the problem of Lur's:
to state under what conditions a s~eeial d m of Lya~unov functions would guarantee the srability 6f systems with a mernoryless nonlinearity in the feedback loop. Closely analosus results were subsequently shown by K a l m and Szeso' to hold for sinelein~ut sinele-outout discretbtime -.
syslems. These ideas wvwc recently excnded Lo rnultipl-input. multiple-output continuous-time systems by ~ndason.' who obtained an algebraic criterion for a mamx of transfer functions to be Gsitive real. This has proved d u l i n stability -dies of systems with multiple nonlinean'tid6 in the theory of optimal liriear control symm and in specual factorisation Droblem%' This paper prerats a similar development for discrete-time systems. After a review in Section 2 of some results required in later proof% the notion of a 'dkrete p o s i t i v m P matrix will be defined in %tion 3. follo%xd by a d i m i o n of the behaviour of such matrices on the unit circle. and the presentation of an algebraic criterion for a d t r i x of real rational functions to be discrete positiverenl Finally. in Section 4. a criterion analogow to the circle criterion for singe-input singe-output continuous systemss is derived for the stability of discrete-time systems with multiple timevarying nonlineariries as feedback eiemenk The criterion is similar to one of the resuits in the extensive d h s i o n of the problem by Jury and Lm9
2
Preliminaries Before discussine discrete-time svstems. we review rpme dehttions and r&ults from the rh;ory of continuousItme systems. Any In x n matrix G(s) of real mtional funetlons of the complex variable s . with the property that G(co) is finite, may be interpreted as the mnsfer-function matrix of a time-invariant lumpai-parameter linear system having the state-space equations whew # ( I ) is an n vector. the input: x is a p vector. the state: I([) is an nt vector. the output: B is p x rr. A is p x p. C is P \ fir and J is ra x n. Alt vectors a* real. and all matrices are r41 and constant. The primedenotes matrix transposition. 
. (7)
It is possible to consider positive-real matricer having other than m1-mtiond elements Ho\vwu, as this paper is.concemed only with lumped-parameter systems. the definition given above rvill suffice here Note that, because theelements of G(-1 are ml!rational. G*(s) = G(sb) for an S. H e : ? :he :inrot. sr;~to 2nd uitmut vcaon arc pulse SzquenCeS deiincd uuiy :tt discrerr? iasarts oitime, the symbol .r(~r) beins shorthand fur ilirT). where T is the s~mpling inleIViI1 and .. , , = 3. I, 2.. askin, we call theset (A; B, C, J)a'realisltion' of G(.), requiring
8 y analog with rlle continuous-time caw. we shull call a square matrix Gk) of real-rational functiom 'discrete positive real' (d.p.r.) if it has the following properties:
G(z) has elements analytic in 1 .
Much as the positive re31 n:lture of a matrix G(s) can'be partly defined in terms OF its behaviour on Re s = 0. .the discrete positive real nature of G(.) can be related to its properties on the unil circle. 
v . v -L A " I) '6 eqns. 1' ) in~metliarely reduce lo eqns. 16. 1%
The general case, where G(z) has a simple pole at ; ---1.
can be.trrated hy an expansiun of G ( : I which separates out this pole. Thus
. . . (20)
where and where G2(:j has no pole at E = -1. Applimtion of lemma 2 thm shows that ~4 1 is real and nonncsntivz definite symmetric and that G(z) is discreta positive real if. and only if, both GI(=) and G3(z) are. Vese two matrim will each have some minimal redisntion, say (Al. El. C,, 3,) -and  (Ar,, B, C,. J,) , respstivdy, in terms of which a mrntmal reallsat~on for G(z) is :iven by W e have exhibited the m a t h P, Land W for this parriculai realisation of G(z). However. from the fact that minim& realisations arc algvaic?lly equivalent," it follows imm* diately that such mamces exist for dl mibimal mlisations.
S#ffic;e~tc,,c).:
It suffied~ to show that aqns. l6.imply q n . 12. Now. from eqn. 160. it is readily verifial that
Aflersomenunipulation. and use of eqns. 16h and 16s t h e sesults
The right-hand side is clearly nonneglive definite in I : ] 'r I.
whik the left-hand side is precisely G(r).r G"(zI. This completes the p m f of the lemma. m u m~d th'st (A. B) is complemls controllable and   t.4. C') is compleidy observable." Therefore (,I. 8, C ) is a minimal renlistion of the z lransform &V(Z) of the impulseresponse ntatrix of the llnear part of the system:
Sore that W(r1 is a square matrix and IV(mf -0. It will be assumed that the ith e l e r n~t of the feedback vector is a function of the ith dement of the output only, and wen though it can be, in general, nonlinear and time-varyins, it is restricted to lie always in a sector of the fin! and third If there oxists a number p. 0 < p < I, such that the matrix G(p5) = K C 4-rC'(:I -pp-t~)-'8is dp.r., the svsiem (eons. ?3 and Zn IS uniformly asymptotically stable .~ . . in the lxge.
This follows by applying !emma 3 to the realisation of G(pz1: a simple calculation shows that the chawe of the positive definite form V(.r) = x'Px is nwtive delinite along any trajrctory of eqn. 73.
Conclusions
One application, to stability theory, has been given of an al&raic description of discrzte positive realp~nctions.~' It would not be unreasonable to hope for further ~p l i i t i a n s along thelims of ReFerence 7, and to hope that these applications should make use of the description of discrete positivereal matrices. as distinct from funmono, presented in this p a w .
lust as for wntinuous-time systermti it should be possible to show that, in a nominally linear asymptotically stable system. small amounts of nonlinearity can be tolerated without affecting stabiljty. The proof of this result in the Continuous-timc ease relies on the fact that, giwn an n X n matrix ixV(s) with elements analytic in Re 
